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The dissociation dynamics of a dichromatically laser-driven diatomic Morse molecule vibrating in
the ground state is investigated by applying tools of the nonlinear theory of classical Hamiltonian
systems. Emphasis is placed on the role of the relative phase of the two fields, w. First, it is found
that, just like in quantum mechanics, there is dependence of the dissociation probability on w. Then,
it is demonstrated that addition of the second laser leads to suppression of probability sstabilizationd,
when the intensity of the first laser is kept constant just above or below the single laser dissociation
threshold. This “chemical bond hardening” diminishes as w increases. These effects are investigated
and interpreted in terms of modifications in phase space topology. Variations of w as well as of the
intensity of the second laser may cause sid appearance/disappearance of the stability island
corresponding to the common resonance with the lowest energy and siid deformation and movement
of the region of Kolmogorov–Arnold–Moser tori that survive from the undriven system. The latter
is the main origin in phase space of stabilization and w dependence. Finally, it is shown that the use
of short laser pulses enhances both effects. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1854631g
I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamics of atoms and molecules driven simulta-
neously by two-color fields of commensurate frequencies v
and nv, n=2,3 ,…, is a subject of considerable interest,
mainly because quantum mechanics predicts that the super-
position of two fields, each with its own controlled param-
eters, gives rise to phenomena that single laser excitation
cannot produce. The most conspicuous such phenomenon is
the dependence of the processes of dissociation or ionization
on the relative phase w of the two laser fields.1–3 The effect
of w on the ionization/dissociation yield has been demon-
strated by two-color experiments that have been conducted
using either 1v-2v or 1v-3v fields,4–6 as well as by corre-
sponding theoretical works and numerical applications.7–10
These developments have been interpreted in the context of
quantum interference since the second frequency adds alter-
native pathways towards fragmentation, thereby adding tran-
sition amplitudes causing interference effects that are sensi-
tive to relative phase variations.
As is well known, there is also interest in the application
of nonlinear classical mechanics to quantum systems, one of
the aims being to determine areas of correspondence between
classical and quantum mechanics and to discover possibili-
ties of applications where classical mechanics produces
meaningful and physically relevant results.
In this context, as a continuation of our investigation of
multiphoton molecular dissociation,11,12 we undertook an ex-
tensive nonlinear classical dynamics study of the dissociation
dynamics of a dichromatically laser-driven diatomic Morse
molecule placing emphasis on the possible effects of the
phase difference w. Our related optimism was supported by
the publication of Sirko and Koch,6 who reported a com-
bined experimental and theoretical study on the influence of
the relative phase on the ionization probability of a highly
excited H atom that is driven dichromatically by microwave
fields, in which it is indicated that classical dynamics can
provide an adequate interpretation of certain observations. In
particular, Sirko and Koch showed that variations of w affect
the structure of the common resonances in phase space and
so can be used for the control of the ionization probability.
The presence of common resonances requires rational fre-
quency ratio s1v-3v in the Sirko–Koch experimentd. Their
existence was demonstrated for the first time in the model of
driven one-dimensional hydrogen atoms by Howard,13 with-
out, however, further investigation. The work of Ref. 6 fo-
cused on the interpretation of the specific experimental be-
havior and, consequently, was limited to specific choices of
values for field intensity, initial energy, pulse shape, and rela-
tive phase.
It is then our conclusion that, as regards the general
theory of classical dynamics, a thorough investigation of the
relative phase effects on the escape dynamics, sionization or
dissociationd, and of its dependence on the system and field
parameters, has heretofore been absent. The work reported
here aims at rectifying this situation, via an application in the
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area of molecular dissociation dynamics. In order to be gen-
eral, the study has utilized the Morse potential for the de-
scription of vibrational motion, a potential that has been used
before in classical and in quantum mechanical investigations
of dissociation dynamics induced by a laser field.11,14–16
Along with the ionization of H atoms, its laser-induced dis-
sociation behavior constitutes a paradigm for the phenom-
enology of the quantum mechanical manifestations of regular
and chaotic behavior in classical phase space, this being the
core of the quantum chaos problem.
Apart from the dissociation of Morse molecules by
single frequency laser, effects of the simultaneous driving
with two laser fields has also been investigated, both classi-
cally and quantum mechanically.14,16–18 The main concern in
those studies was to find the field parameters for which the
addition of the second laser enhances the dissociation pro-
cess, thereby lowering the required field intensity for the
occurence of dissociation. In phase space terms, the key idea
is the following: by properly tuning the second frequency,
one aims at interspersing the nonlinear resonances of the
second field together with their chaotic layers between the
resonances of the first laser. In this way, the overlapping of
the resonances and the concomitant emergence of dissocia-
tion should take place at lower intensities than those in the
single laser case. Numerical calculations and analytical argu-
ments have been used to demonstrate this idea. However, no
work has been reported yet on the effects of w, and of its
combination with variations of intensity, on the dissociation
process.
In the present paper, we first demonstrate numerically
that classical dynamics can indeed produce effects connected
to the dependence of the dissociation probability on w. We
report results from extensive computations on the depen-
dence of this effect on the values of laser intensities and
pulse duration. We then demonstrate the main conclusion of
the paper, namely, that the classical dynamics prediction of
the relative phase effect is associated with a stabilization
phenomenon, i.e., with suppression of the dissociation prob-
ability schemical bond hardeningd induced by the addition of
the second laser. Finally, the effects of variations of w and of
the second laser intensity on phase space structures are ex-
plored and the origins of the above-mentioned effects are
determined.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM AND
METHODOLOGY
Since the aim of this work is not to reproduce experi-
mentally determined energy levels or lifetimes, but to un-
cover and explore general trends in the dissociation behavior,
some approximations are both legitimate and necessary for
the facilitation of the calculations. The approximations in-
clude the system, the laser fields, and their interaction. First,
we consider the pure vibrational motion of a diatomic mol-
ecule for a fixed electronic configuration, under the assump-
tion that rotational motion is not involved in the dissociation
process. The molecular potential is modeled by a Morse
potential,
VMsrd = Ds1 − e−asr−redd2, s1d
where D is the dissociation energy, re is the equilibrium bond
distance, and a−1 is the range of the potential. HF, HCL, H2,
and NO are some examples of diatomic molecules that have
been modeled by the Morse potential.
The shape of the laser pulses is chosen to be trapezoidal.
The case of ac fields with constant amplitudes during the
whole interaction has also been considered. The interaction
between the molecule and the lasers is chosen to be a linear
dipole function. Selected calculations with other functions
did not show significant modifications of the results. Thus,
the Hamiltonian of the system is written as
Hsr,td = Hosrd + sr − red«stdfA1 sinsf1td + A2 sinsf2t + wdg ,
s2d
where Hosrd= p2 /2m+VMsrd is the unperturbed Hamiltonian,
A1 and A2 are the maximum amplitudes of the electric fields
of two lasers, «std is the envelope of the laser pulses sthe
same for both lasersd, f1 and f2 are the corresponding laser
frequencies, and w is the relative phase of the two lasers. The
computational methodology involves the solution of the
equations of the classical dynamics of the time-dependent
nonlinear Hamiltonian s2d in conjunction with an appropriate
choice of the ensemble of initial conditions.
If we introduce the dimensionless variables
x = 1 − e−asr−red,
y = p/˛2Dm ,
t = a˛2D/mt ,
Fi = Ai/s2Dad, i = 1,2,
vi = f i/VM, i = 1,2, s3d
with VM=˛2Da2 /m being the Morse harmonic frequency
and m the reduced mass, then Hamilton’s equations become
dx/dt = s1 − xdy
dy/dt = − s1 − xdx − «stdfF1 sinsv1td + F2 sinsv2t + wdg
s4d
Although Eq. s4d is in a form appropriate for numerical com-
putation, the initial conditions are expressed in action-angle
variables s1 ,ud, or, more conveniently, in sE ,ud, where
E= I− I2 /4 is the dimensionless energy senergy divided by Dd
of the unperturbed Morse oscillator.19 For bound states 0
,E,1 the transformation relations between sE ,ud and
sx ,yd are given by
x = sE + ˛E + cos ud/s1 + ˛E cos ud ,
y = − VM + ˛E sin u/s1 + ˛E cos ud . s5d
In order to imitate more closely the quantum photodis-
sociation process, the initial classical states is chosen as an
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ensemble of initial conditions with specific energy E and
angle variables u uniformly distributed between −p and
p.11,16–20
The dissociation dynamics of the system s2d depends on
several parameters: normalized field frequencies sv1 ,v2d and
amplitudes sF1 ,F2d, pulse shape «std and duration, relative
field phase, w, and energy of the initial state E.
All calculations reported below were done keeping the
frequencies v1,2 of two lasers and the initial vibration energy
constant. The fast laser frequency is redshifted from the
Morse harmonic frequency VM and its normalized value is
taken as v2=0.84, so that single laser driving leads to maxi-
mal dissociation yield for all laser amplitudes.11,12,16,21–23
The frequency of the slow laser is chosen to be one third of
the fast laser: v1=v2 /3=0.28. Also, the molecule is consid-
ered to vibrate initially in its ground state. For the molecular
constants of HF,16,19 the frequency of the fast laser is f2
=3476 cm−1 while the normalized ground state energy is
Eo=0.045. A normalized field amplitude F1 or F2=1 corre-
sponds to a laser intensity of 320 TW/cm2. The remaining
parameters are varied so as to examine their effect on the
properties of the dissociation process. The main interest will
be in mapping the dissociation behavior on the plane of the
normalized field amplitudes sF1 ,F2d and examine the regions
of maximum relative phase or stabilization effects on disso-
ciation. Table I summarizes the system parameters.
III. RELATIVE PHASE EFFECTS ON DISSOCIATION
DYNAMICS
Before reporting the results of our calculations on the
effects of w on the dissociation probability, we discuss the
dissociation criterion for the trajectory solutions of the clas-
sical equations. To this end, we define the normalized com-
pensated energy by
EC = x2 + Fy − F1
v1
cossv1td −
F2
v2
cossv2t + wdG2, s6d
which does not include the oscillations of the real energy that
is caused by the oscillations of the time-dependent fields.
According to relevant literature, e.g., Refs. 15 and 20, a mo-
lecular bond can be considered broken when EC exceeds the
dissociation limit 1. For an initial classical state consisting of
a number of initial conditions sin our calculations ,500d
with a specific energy, the dissociation probability is defined
as the fraction of initial conditions that lead to dissociated
trajectories during the interaction with the laser pulses.
Based on this criterion and definitions, we can calculate
the dependence of the dissociation probability PD of the
ground state sE=Eo=0.045d on w for laser pulses of trapezoi-
dal shape with total duration of 40 periods of the slow laser
s,1 nsd and rising time equal to ten periods. In order to
obtain a better understanding of the influence of intensity on
the control of dissociation via the relative phase, we proceed
with the estimation of the sensitivity SPD of PD to w, on a
grid in the F2-F1 plane. At each grid point sF2,F1d, SPD is
defined as
SPDsF2,F1d = PD
maxsF2,F1d − PD
minsF2,F1d , s7d
where PD
maxsF2 ,F1d=maxfPDsF2 ,F1 ;wd ,0,wł2pg and
PD
minsF2 ,F1d=minfPDsF2 ,F1 ;wd ,0,wł2pg.
Taking into account that PDswd= PDs2p−wd, ssee Ref.
24d, we implement the above estimation by calculating PD
for w=0°,30°,60°,90°,120°,150°,180°. Figure 1 shows a con-
tour plot of SPDsF2 ,F1d for initial energy equal to Eo. We
observe that the region where SPD comes close to its maxi-
mum value sSPD.0.87d is clearly located above the diago-
nal F1=F2, i.e., the effect of the relative phase on PD is
maximized for slow laser intensities larger than those of the
fast laser sF1.F2d.
In order to see how this sensitivity to w variations
emerges, we show in Fig. 2 some representative PD maps for
w=0°,30°,90°,180°. They reveal that the w-dependence ef-
fect is associated with a stabilization phenomenon sreduction
of the PDd that is prominently present at w=0° and disappears
as w increases. The stabilization sor chemical bond harden-
ingd occurs in two cases. First, for slow laser amplitudes just
above the single slow laser dissociation threshold sF1
thres
<0.13d, when the second fast laser is added sfast laser sta-
bilizationd. Second, for fast laser amplitudes about the single
fast laser threshold sF2
thres<0.042d when the slow laser is
added sslow laser stabilizationd.
To get an idea of the magnitude of the intensities in-
volved in such relative phase and stabilization effects, the
following association is noted. For molecular constants of
the HF molecule, the normalized amplitude F1=0.18 corre-
sponds to laser intensity of 5.831013 W/cm2 while F2
=0.04 corresponds to 1.331013 W/cm2. The fast laser dis-
sociation starts immediately after the application of the fast
laser, whereas the slow laser dissociation occurs after an ini-
TABLE I. Fixed and varied system parameters.
System Parameters
Field amplitudes Varied
Field frequencies Fixed
Pulse shape Varied
Pulse duration Varied
Initial energy Fixed
Relative phase Varied
FIG. 1. Contour plot on the plane F2-F1 of the sensitivity SPD defined as the
maximum recorded difference of PD as w varies ssee text for detailsd. The
darker the region is the greater is the sensitivity of PD to changes of w.
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tial increase in PD and for relatively large slow laser ampli-
tudes. Both stabilizations are w dependent and vanish for w
.90°.
The above calculations were performed using laser
pulses of trapezoidal shape. The question that arises is
whether and how the pulse shape and duration affect the w
dependence and stabilization. We first look at the pulse du-
ration. Figure 3sad shows the dissociation sensitivity
SPDsF2 ,F1d for a pulse duration of 120 periods of the slow
laser and a rising time of 30 periods. For this pulse, rising
time is 25% of the total duration, as it is in the case of pulses
of 40 periods that were used for the previous results. Com-
parison of this contour plot with that of Fig. 2 suggests that
the impact of pulse duration on the effect caused by the
relative phase is of minimal importance. However, the oppo-
site conclusion is extracted for the impact of the variation in
rising times, that is, for the impact of the pulse shape. Figure
3sbd depicts SPD when long ac fields are considered. The
difference with the previous SPD contour plots is noticeable.
The use of ac fields reduces the influence of w on the disso-
ciation probability but leads to slightly larger F1-F2 regions
where SPD is greater than zero. Accordingly, it is found that
the ac fields weaken both fast- and slow-laser stabilization
phenomena.
IV. PHASE SPACE ORIGINS OF STABILIZATION AND
OF RELATIVE PHASE EFFECTS
When a nonlinear Hamiltonian oscillator is driven peri-
odically, a series of nonlinear resonances consisting of alter-
nating stable and unstable periodic orbits occurs at energies
where the ratio of the frequency of the unperturbed oscillator
VsEd and the driving frequency v1 is rational, i.e.,
m1VsEd = n1v1, s8d
with m1,n1[Z+.
For n1=1, there appear integral resonances, which typi-
cally dominate in phase space, while the smaller fractional
resonances occur for n1Þ1. The nonlinear resonances are
intimately related to the occurrence of chaotic behavior in
driven systems, since deterministic chaos arises first near the
separatrices of their unstable periodic orbits.25 As the driving
increases, the resonance zones with their surrounding chaotic
layers widen and finally overlap each other, giving rise to
global sor widespreadd chaos. In spatially open systems, such
as those modeling ionization or dissociation, the onset of
global chaos leads to escaping trajectories. The field intensity
leading to this onset is in fact the threshold field for ioniza-
tion or dissociation, and can be predicted by the resonance
overlapping criterion of Chiricov which has been applied for
both Coulomb and Morse potentials with more or less suc-
cessful results.15,17,26
The addition of a second driving field with frequency v2
induces an additional series of nonlinear resonances at ener-
gies satisfying the relationship
m2VsEd = n2v2, s9d
with m2,n2[Z+.
FIG. 2. Contour plots of dissociation probability PD in
the plane F2-F1 for various relative phases: w=0° sad,
w=30° sbd, w=90° scd, and w=180° sdd. For w=0 no-
tice the reduction of PD sstabilizationd as F2 sF1d in-
creases with F1 sF2d just above sbelowd the single laser
dissociation threshold, as well as its association with
the maximum sensitivity region.
FIG. 3. Sensitivity SPD regions in the plane F2-F1 for a
trapezoidal pulse, with duration and rising times four
times longer than those used in previous figures sad and
for ac fields sbd. We observe that the use of longer trap-
ezoidal pulses with the same proportion of rising times
does not affect the maximum sensitivity regions,
whereas the use of ac fields weakens the relative phase
affects and slightly enlarges the sensitivity regions.
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The energies at which either Eq. s8d or Eq. s9d hold give
the so-called independent resonances that belong to either
the first or the second resonance series. However, when the
frequencies of the two driving fields are commensurate, there
is the possibility for energies satisfying both Eqs. s8d and s9d,
i.e., VsEd= sn1/m1dv1= sn2/m2dv2, and giving rise to com-
mon resonances. The existence of integral common reso-
nances in dichromatically driven Hydrogen atoms was first
noticed by Howard.13 However, no further investigation of
their behavior was reported. Their principal role in the ion-
ization process and its dependence on the relative field phase
was elucidated by Sirko and Koch6 through a combined
experimental-theoretical study of the microwave ionization
of highly excited Hydrogen atoms. They showed that the
experimentally revealed effects of w on the slow field thresh-
old intensity for the onset of ionization can be interpreted by
the phase space modifications caused by the variation of w.
In particular, they demonstrated that the relative phase can
control the width of the common resonances in phase space
and consequently their overlapping behavior and the associ-
ated ionization threshold field intensity. Their study focused
on the behavior of the fractional common resonances of high
order located near the initial excited state of their experi-
ment.
In this work, the driving field is laser rather than micro-
wave radiation and the potential is the Morse rather than the
Coulomb. Furthermore, as initial conditions we choose the
diatomic molecule to vibrate in its ground state. This means
that the common resonances involved in dissociation dynam-
ics are expected to be of the lowest order. For the chosen
parameters ssee Sec. IIId the common resonance with the
lowest energy sE=0.29d corresponds to n1=m1=1 and n2
=1, m2=3. Furthermore, due to the low initial energy, the
remaining KAM tori from the unperturbed system may also
play an important role in dissociation dynamics.
Figure 4sad shows a typical stroboscopic plot of phase
space, which records the trajectories of the initial state at
integral multiples of the period T1 of the slow laser. As we
can see, there are two regular regions sI and IId inside a
chaotic sea of dissociating trajectories. The regular region I
consists of KAM tori of the unperturbed Morse potential that
have survived in the strongly perturbed system of Fig. 4sad.
They surround the stable periodic orbit emanating from the
lowest energy fixed point of the Morse potential. On the
other hand, the regular region II is in fact the island of sta-
bility corresponding to the lowest energy common resonance
mentioned above sE=0.29d. The bold line shown also in Fig.
4sad represents the ensemble of the initial conditions with
energy E=E0=0.045 and equidistributed angles u, as defined
in Sec. II. The classical dissociation probability of the
ground state is proportional to the part of the bold line lying
in the chaotic sea.
The stroboscopic plot of Fig. 4sad was taken for w=0°
and F1=0.18, F2=0.02, which belong to the region of maxi-
mum SPD ssee Fig. 1d. The remaining portions of Fig. 4
show the same part of the phase space for different relative
phases: w=20° sbd, w=60° scd, and w=180° sdd. The increase
in w modifies both regular regions with more pronounced
effect on the region II of the common resonance since it
induces the disappearance of the resonance island for w
.25°. More detailed recording of the phase space structure
as w increases indicates that this disappearance occurs gradu-
ally through a bifurcation process of the stable periodic orbit
of the specific common resonance.
Although of paramount importance for the phase space
topology, the disappearance of the resonance does not seem
to affect significantly the dissociation probability, since there
is no overlap of the island with the initial state. On the con-
trary, it is expected to influence the dissociation rate as it
takes place in the dissociation paths of the escaping trajecto-
ries.
Less impressive but more influential on the dissociation
dynamics is the effect of the variation of w on the KAM
regular region I. As one can see in Fig. 4, increasing w causes
the shrinking of that region and at the same time the move-
ment of its position in phase space. The combination of these
effects has drastic results concerning the overlapping of the
KAM region with the line of the initial state and, in fact,
FIG. 4. Stroboscopic plots of phase space for F1
=0.18, F2=0.02, and w=0° sad, w=20° sbd, w=60° scd,
and w=0° sdd. The regular region I contains remaining
KAM tori of the unperturbed system, while the region
II is the island of stability of the lowest-energy common
resonance, corresponding to n1=m1=1 and n2=1, m2
=3. The closed bold line represents in phase space the
initial classical state whose overlap with stability re-
gions gives roughly the nondissociating part of the
state. Notice that the relative phase effect on PD is
caused by the shrinking and slight movement of the
KAM region I and the resulting decrease in its overlap
with the initial state.
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constitutes the phase space origin of the relative phase effect
on the dissociation probability in maximum sensitivity re-
gions of the plane F1-F2. No such modifications of the KAM
region I have been observed for F1 and F2 outside maximum
sensitivity regions.
In the preceding paragraph, we demonstrated numeri-
cally the possibility of both slow- and fast-laser stabilization
of the dissociation dynamics when appropriate choices for
the other laser field are made. Further, these stabilization
effects are w sensitive; they are present for w=0° but dimin-
ish as w increases. Here we show that, in phase space terms,
this stabilization behavior is generated by the response of the
KAM region I to laser intensity variations, in a similar way
to the relative phase effects discussed above.
Let us first examine the phase space modifications in the
fast laser stabilization. The slow laser intensity is set at F1
=0.18 ssee Fig. 5d and the stroboscopic plot with F2=0 is
shown in Fig. 5sad. The resonance island has already disap-
peared and the only stability region in phase space is the
remaining KAM tori. In Figs. 3sbd and 3sdd the evolution of
the phase space structure for w=0° as F2 increases is moni-
tored. For F2=0.02, fFig. 3sbdg, the common resonance is-
land has emerged. At the same time, the KAM region is
enlarged and has moved, leading to more overlapping with
the KAM region of the initial state sdepicted with the bold
lined and hence to smaller dissociation probability.
Thus, the changes in phase space that occurred for con-
stant F1,F2 in the maximum sensitivity region and for de-
creasing w are also observed for constant F1, w=0° and in-
creasing F2. When F2 increases further, the resonance island
disappears and the size of the KAM region begins to reduce
with complete disappearance at F2,0.07 fsee Fig. 5sddg.
The situation changes drastically as w increases. Figure
5scd exhibits the difference for w=180°. For F2=0.02, no
island of stability corresponding to the common resonance
exists, while the size of the KAM region has obviously de-
creased. The monotonous reduction of the KAM area as F2
increases is the cause of the monotonous elevation of PD for
w.90° ssee Fig. 2d. Therefore, the response of the KAM
region area to changes in F2 and its sensitivity to w can be
used to interpret, in phase space terms, the form of the con-
tour plots in Fig. 2 related to the fast stabilization phenom-
enon.
Similar phase space modifications seem to be behind the
slow-laser stabilization effect. In this case, the stabilization
takes place for quite large slow-laser intensities, 0.10,F1
,0.20. In Fig. 6, we show the evolution of the phase space
topology as F1 varies in the stabilization region, while F2
=0.04 and w=0° fFigs. 6sad–6scdg or w=180° Figs.
6sdd–6sfd. We report again for w=0° the apparent magnifica-
tion of both KAM and common resonance regular regions as
F1 increases, fsee Fig. 6sbdg, and the concomitant decrease in
the overlapping of the initial state with the chaotic sea. Fur-
ther increase in F1 leads to gradual shrinking of both regions,
as Fig. 6scd for F1=0.20 indicates. Figures 6sdd and 6sed
reveal the impressive differentiation that the change in w
brings about. For w=180°, the increase in F1 from 0.10 to
0.15 results in reduction of the KAM region and total disap-
pearance of the common resonance stability island. The dis-
sociation probability PD increases monotonically, following
the monotonous increase in the initial state overlapping with
the chaotic sea. As F1 grows up further, the KAM region
disappears totally and for F1=0.20 the phase space is domi-
nated by chaotic dissociating trajectories, as Fig. 6sfd shows.
V. SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES
In previous classical dynamics studies,11,12 we have
shown that, in a single laser dissociation process, the redshift
of the driving frequency giving the maximum dissociation
probability can be explained in classical phase space terms
by the relative movement and deformation of the KAM tori
region and the lowest energy resonance island. Here, we ex-
plored the consequences of similar modification on a two-
laser, dichromatically driven dissociation process, where the
role of the important resonance is played by the lowest en-
ergy common resonance of two driving frequencies. In this
case, the phase space modifications are induced by changing
FIG. 5. Stroboscopic plots revealing the phase space
origins of fast-laser stabilization effect. For all plots,
F1=0.18, i.e., just above the single laser dissociation
threshold, while the values of the second laser intensity
and the relative phase are shown on the plots. The
closed bold line represents, again, the ensemble of ini-
tial conditions.
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the relative phase w or one field intensity. Specifically, by
carrying out extensive calculations, two different relative
phase effects on the phase space structure of a dichromati-
cally driven Morse oscillator have been determined. These
add to the effect on the width of the common resonances,
observed and discussed by Sirko and Koch9 in microwave
ionization of highly excited Hydrogen.
The first of these effects is the deformation and move-
ment of the KAM tori, and the second is the total disappear-
ance of the common resonance island of stability. These ef-
fects occur for specific choices of the field intensities and are
sensitive to the initial energy. The first of these is shown to
be mostly responsible for the dependence of the dissociation
probability on w, since the line of initial conditions in phase
space is partly overlapped by the KAM region in a way that
is controlled by the relative phase. Furthermore, the addition
of a second laser sirrelevant if it is faster or slower than the
firstd can cause similar phase space modification when the
intensity of the first laser is chosen just above or below the
single laser dissociation threshold and the relative field phase
is kept sufficiently smaller than ,90°. The enlargement of
the KAM region in this case results in a suppression of the
dissociation probability sstabilizationd with the proper in-
crease of the second laser intensity. We have found both
slow- and fast-laser stabilization, depending on which laser
controls the stabilization phenomenon. Increasing w
gradually diminishes stabilization and raises dissociation
probability.
Furthermore, we showed that the use of relatively short
laser pulses enhances the stabilization w-dependence effects,
in comparison with ac fields, although the latter enlarges the
regions in the intensity plane F1-F2 with SPD.0. The de-
structive influence that the relative phase and the addition of
the second laser have on the lowest energy common reso-
nance does not affect directly the dissociation probability,
since for the chosen parameters there is no overlap with the
line of initial conditions. However, this is expected to affect
the dissociation rate due to the stickiness effects always ac-
companying the presence of any island of stability.27,28 This
is an issue for future work.
Additional open questions concern the relative phase and
stabilization effects for other initial vibrational energies and
different ratio of two applied frequencies. Also of interest is
the possibility of drawing conclusions via the application of
both analytical and numerical methods, on the different
phase space structures that the dichromatic field generates,
such as nested separatrices and w-induced saddle node bifur-
cations.
Finally, the present classical mechanics study and its re-
sults open the possibility of further examination of the issue
of correspondence with analogous quantum mechanical cal-
culations of multiphoton dissociation.
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